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Islamic Finance and Tourism Conference
Casa Árabe, the IE Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics & Finance (SCIEF) and the Dubai Islamic
Economy Development Centre (DIEDC) organized the two-days conference ‘Islamic Finance and Tourism. New Scenarios, New Business‘.
It took place on April 4th and
5th, at IE Business School in Madrid and at Casa Árabe in Córdoba in order, with great success,
to explore the new scenarios
and business opportunities that
last developments in Islamic
finance and tourism offer for
Spanish and EAU companies and
institutions.
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New Scenarios, New Business
Organized with the collaboration of the Government of Dubai, Dubai Exports, Dubai Culture, Dubai
Airport Free Zone and Halal Trade & Marketing Center, as well as with the that of Icex, Instituto Halal,
Funci, Cordoba Tourism and the City Hall of Cordoba, the conference gathered experts from both
Spain and EAU, in a series of four panels dedicated to Islamic Digital Economy & Tourism, Halal Food &
Beverage Trade Aspects, Tourism Halal Projects & Innovation and Islamic architecture & Gardening.

We had the opportunity to discuss about innovative technologies that have always played a key role in
shaping economic development during the panel ‘Islamic digital economy & Tourism’.
Many leading institutions have supported and ensured funding to indorse these innovative technologies. Dubai is an established pioneer in this field. On this regard, Muslims represent an increasingly
important consumers market, where online retail spending is seeing rapid growth, particularly in GCC
countries. Global Muslim consumers spent an estimated $107 billion on the digital economy in 2014,
which is projected to grow at 17% CAGR (Compound annual growth rate) to $277 billion in 2020.
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Islamic Finance and Tourism Conference

Also, we talked about Halal Food & Beverage Trade Aspects. Halal market is growing so fast. In 2017,
Muslims spent $1.3 trillion in food and beverages. Of these, 1 billion was destined to consume Halal food. Expenditure on Halal food and beverages is expected to grow to 1.9 trillion dollars in 2023,
representing 18.7% of world spending on food and beverages that year. Currently, there are more than
400 Halal certified companies in Spain, which export their Halal products to more than 80 countries.
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New Scenarios, New Business
The fast growth of the large Muslim tourist
market is reflected in its project growth
from $177 billion in 2017 to $274 billion by
2023. It represents a 7.6% CAGR, a growth
much higher than the global average. While
top Halal Travel destinations are in Muslimmajority countries like the UAE, Malaysia
or Turkey, both OIC and Muslim-minority
countries are investing in innovative solutions and using disruptive technologies to
develop their Halal tourist offers as well as
to attract Muslim tourists to their countries.
Spain, the world’s second largest international tourism destination, is a good example
of this. It’s promoting public and private
tech-based initiatives to become and position itself as one of the main and more
attractive destinations for Muslims tourists
globally.
Among the many places of interest to visit
in Spain, the best example is that of the Alhambra of Granada, the most visited monument in Spain and one of the most popular
destinations of Europe, characterized by its
gardens and palaces that date back to the
13th and 14th centuries.
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Islamic Finance Executive Program
The Islamic Finance Executive Program
celebrated its fourth anniversary in its 2019
edition. One more time, the program took
place in Jeddah.
From 29 April to 2 May, 2019, in partnership with IRTI (Islamic Research and Training
Institute), the King Abdulaziz University and
the Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics and Finance, we were proud to organize
and present the Islamic Finance International
program -- an interactive course that enables
participants to understand the Islamic principles and finance tools that are key to this
sector.by more than 10% per year. Islamic
Finance therefore has the world’s attention
and has become an attractive investment
tool and a potent means to grow businesses.
The program provided the venue to analyze, discuss, and learn Islamic Finance first-hand through academic sessions and round tables with expert-speakers, company visits, and networking opportunities
right in the urban center of Saudi Arabia and principal gateway to Mecca: the city of Jeddah.
Islamic Finance is one of the fastest growing segments in the world’s financial systems. At least US$500
billion in assets around the world are managed in accordance with Sharia, or Islamic law, and the sector is growing by more than 10% per year. Islamic Finance therefore has the world’s attention and has
become an attractive investment tool and a potent means to grow businesses.
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Islamic Finance Executive Program
This international program
was designed for executives who are interested in
doing business in the Arab
world, and/or wish to gain
knowledge and contacts in
the Islamic finance sector.
The participants included
CEOs, managing directors,
general managers, strategy directors, chief representatives, country heads, functional directors, and
international business development managers, who would be interested in entering or further developing their stronghold in this thriving sector.

> Session 1: The ABC of Islamic Finance
> Session 2: Islamic Investment Tool: Sukuk
> Session 3: Concepts in Designing the New Islamic Finance Tools
> Session 4: Risk Management and Insurance (Takaful): IDB Experience
> Session 5: Mobilization of Financial Resources
> Session 6: Responsible and Ethical Investment and links with Sharia compliant investment
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Islamic Finance Executive Program

> Round table 1: Islamic Finance: Challenges and
Opportunities
> Round Table 2: Sukuk Market Overview
> Round Table 3: Legal Issues in Islamic Financial
Contracts under different Jurisdictions
> Round Table 4: Sharia Compliant Project Finance: Experience of NCB
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Official Visit to DIEDC, Dubai

On March 4, Abdulla Mohammed Al Awar, CEO of the Dubai Islamic Economy Development Centre
(DIEDC), received a SCIEF delegation, led by Gonzalo Rodríguez, SCIEF General Coordinator.
The meeting explored ways of enhancing synergies between the 2 Centers and opportunities for collaboration across all areas of Islamic economy.
The two parties also discussed the diverse existing partnerships between the UAE and companies or
institutions in Spain, in the field of innovation and education.
During the meeting, SCIEF representatives were briefed on the Islamic economy and the promising
opportunities it offers, the UAE’s strides in developing its capabilities in the field, as well as areas of
potential partnership, particularly in the halal and Islamic finance space.
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International Conferences
Malaysia Tech Week 2019

Malaysia Tech Week, MTW19, took place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, in June. It featured innovation
showcases, business matching opportunities, pitching platforms, and access to Malaysia’s ecosystem
network. This event offered experiential engagement in a casual setting with an abundance of networking opportunities for all participants.
Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez, SCIEF General Coordinator, attended as a panelist in the conference ‘Islamic
Digital Economy Track. Investor Talk: Raising Halal Money.’
The experience sharing between the panellists focus on capital opportunities for Islamic Digital Economy (IDE). The panellists would exchange their thoughts on key challenges, opportunities available,
possible channels and solutions on capital raising within Islamic Digital Economy globally.
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International Conferences

The panellists were Ms. Azleena Idris, Grand Council Member, Chartered Institute of Islamic Finance Professionals (CIIF); Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez, General Coordinator of the Saudi-Spanish Centre for
Islamic Economics and Finance (SCIEF) at IE Business School, Spain; Ms. Rina Neoh, Co-Founder, Investments, Ficus Venture Capital; and Moderator: Mr. Faeez Fadhlillah, CEO & Co-Founder, Tripfez Travel
Sdn Bhd. All the information: www.malaysiatechweek.com
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International Conferences
The SCIEF-Casa Árabe Observatory

The most recent Observatory meeting took place last 25th September at Casa Árabe in Madrid. The
guest speaker was Dr. Samir Alamad, Head of Sharia Compliance & Product Development of Al Rayan
Bank, the first Islamic Bank in UK. His conference was titled ‘Al Rayan Bank: finding Islamic finance solutions for Muslim and non-Muslim communities in UK.’
Since the 1990s, UK has been leading Islamic finance initiatives in Europe, with five fully Sharia-compliant banks operating in the country and with a total of 20 banks offering Islamic finance services.
The experience and challenges of one of its more successful stories in this area, Al Rayan Bank, was
shared in a meeting organized by the SCIEF-Casa Árabe Observatory of Islamic Finance in Spain. Al
Rayan Bank is the UK’s oldest and largest Sharia compliant retail bank and was the first to introduce
Islamic business banking to Britain, being currently the largest provider of Islamic home finance and of
Sharia-compliant savings products in the country.
The SCIEF-Casa Árabe Observatory of Islamic Finance in Spain is a group for analysis and consultation
to expand knowledge about the current state of Islamic finance. It includes the main experts, consultants, law firms and banking institutions working with or being specialized in the subject in Spain.
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International Conferences
The 4th IFBBE Conference 2019

SCIEF participated as an Academic Partner in the 4th IFBBE Conference and Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez,
SCIEF General Coorinator, attended as a keynote speaker on September 16. The day after, on September 17, Mr. Germán Rodríguez, SCIEF associate Researcher, attended the 4th IFBBE Conference as a
speaker with the lecture ‘Takaful in Europe: Has it got a future?’
Building on the success of the past three conferences, INCEIF, LUMS, Universitat Jaume I and Universitat de València held the 4th IFBBE Conference with the theme Building New Finance through Inclusion, Sustainability and Ethics, on 16th and 17th September 2019.
The aim of this year’s conference was– to continue the debate, focusing on financial inclusion and
stability, sustainability and ethics. Our aim is to bring together leading members of the academic,
policymaking, private sector practitioners and development communities to discuss recent and new
developments, and to exchange their cutting-edge ideas on these issues. The conference allowed
participants to gain deeper understanding on these great matters that impact the lives of billions of
people. These issues are of utmost importance, as related matters such as banking fragility, extreme financial market volatility, climate change and inequality are threatening the way we live and the future
of our planet. Notwithstanding the issue of morality and the importance of good governance.
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International Conferences
Lecture FINEX Project
The lecture given by Torkel Brekke, Professor - Dept of Cultural
Studies and Oriental Languages University of Oslo, took place on
February 4, 2019 at IE Business School.
The past few decades have seen a revival in Islamic thinking
about banking and finance. Some Muslims believe that modern
banks are usurious and immoral and they work to create Islamic
banks as an alternative. While Islamic banking is big in the Middle
East and Southeast Asia it has had little success in the West so far.
The research project FINEX is designed to find out to what extent
Islamic norms about money and finance result in the exclusion of Muslims from the financial system in
the four Nordic countries of Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland.

Tunisia, an open and courageous economy
Tunisia’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Khemaies Jhinaoui, visited Casa Árabe’s headquarters in Madrid on
January 15 for a business meeting. Attendance by a large group of Spanish companies made clear the
growing interest in a Tunisian market which is going quite well.
Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez, SCIEF General Coordinator, participated in the meeting and briefed the Minister on developments in the Center. The attendance by numerous Spanish companies and associations
with business or interests in the Tunisian market made clear the strong alliance between the two
countries and the increasing interesting in Tunisia. Thanks to the economic recovery of its international markets and certain key sectors for the country, such as tourism, the manufacturing industry and
ecological agriculture, Tunisia hopes to achieve a higher growth rate in the upcoming years, with a
forecasted 3.5% increase in GDP for 2019-20. The meeting was also an opportunity to know the latest
developments of the Islamic Finance industry in Tunisia.
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International Conferences
Responsible Investment,
Value-based Intermediation
and the Future of Islamic Finance
The Centre for Islamic and Middle Eastern Law
(CIMEL) at SOAS, under the academic guidance
of the College of Islamic Studies - Hamad Bin
Khalifa University (CIS-HBKU) and the International Shariah Research Academy (ISRA), Kuala
Lumpur, organized a public lecture and a workshop on 13 and 14 February 2019, respectively.
Mr. Gonzalo Rodríguez, SCIEF General Coordintor, participated in the workshop titled ‘Responsible Investment, Value-based Intermediation
and the Future of Islamic Finance’ was held in the
SOAS University of London. gave a conference
about Islamic finance.
To continue to enhance the ongoing discussions between Islamic economists, practitioners,
lawyers and Shari’ah experts and scholars, this
year participants chose to focus the 2019 SOAS
workshop around the topic of “Responsible Investment, Value-Based Intermediation, and the
Future of Islamic Finance.” The topic represents a combination of the most preferred options selected
by participants.
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Women in Finance
Women in Finance: breaking barriers
On the occasion of the celebration of women’s
month, it was organized a round table that brought
together a group of influential women from the
financial sector, such as Dr. Celia de Anca, SCIEF
Director, who analysed the rol of Islamic finance. It
took place in March 14, 2019. The table, moderated
by the academic assistant director of the IE Business
School’s finance programs, Bárbara Huerta, analyzed the challenges that the sector is going through,
trends and future perspectives of the same from the
point of view of women.
The components of the table occupy relevant positions in different areas of finance, so the event also
focused its discussion on the most frequent issues that affect women in these industries.

International Conference on
the Birth of Universities
in the Peripheries of Europe
On the occasion of the 800th Anniversary of the Convent of Santa
Cruz La Real (Segovia), IE University and IE Humanities Center host
the International Conference on the Birth of Universities in the
Peripheries of Europe: “From the Scriptorium to the Library” on June
10-12, 2019 at the Campus of Santa Cruz la Real (Segovia). Dr. Celia
de Anca, SCIEF Director, gave a lecture called ‘Models in the fringes
of Europe and beyond’.
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PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS Women in Finance
Dr. Basma S. AlBuhairan’s Official Visit
On March 7th 2019 Dr. Basma
AlBuhairan, Executive Director
Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority (SAGIA) paid
a working visit to SCIEF headquarters in Madrid at IE Business School.
Dr. Basma AlBuhairan Executive Director Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority (SAGIA), Selected Adjunct
Assistant Professor at Tulane University is an accomplished and seasoned expert with unmatched achievements
in investment promotion and attracting foreign direct investment, and has held leading roles in government
facilities. She is currently an Executive Director to the Governor of SAGIA and, as such, plays a key and strategic
role across the organization. Additionally, she has spoken on a number of international panels representing
Saudi Arabia focused on the importance of women’s economic empowerment.
Dr. AlBuhairan has held a number of leadership positions in healthcare throughout her career, initially as Director of Laboratory Operations at the Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine and subsequently as
Assistant Deputy Executive Director of Medical Services at the Ministry of National Guard Health Affairs, King
Abdulaziz Medical City in Riyadh. Immediately prior to joining SAGIA, as Managing Director for Health Care
& Life Sciences, she served as the Deputy Chief Executive Officer at King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz University
Hospital at Princess Nourah bint Abdulrahman University. Her achievements transcend international borders
as she is a Fellow of the prestigious Eisenhower Fellowships Organization and an Adjunct Assistant Professor in
the Department of Global Health Management and Policy of the Tulane University School of Public Health and
Tropical Medicine. She also serves on the TIGER Initiative Foundation International Committee, the Eisenhower
Fellowships Community Board, and the Eisenhower Fellowship Global Network Council.
During the visit to SCIEF, Dr. AlBuhairan observed the progress and the development of the Center during the
last 10 years.
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Sustainable Development Goals Workshop
Workshop‘The 18’

The Sustainable Development Goals are an excellent framework to communicate the sustainability
related activities within our IE and SCIEF Community. On July 19, hosted at IE, ‘The 18’ team and SCIEF
led Hackaton. The day was presented by Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director.
Islamic finance has the potential to play a crucial role in supporting the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In the face of significant financing needs for the SDGs, Islamic
finance has untapped potential as a substantial and non-traditional source of financing for the SDGs.
During the session, the role that Islamic finance plays in the SDGs was explained and discussed.
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Sustainable Development Goals Workshop
Each participant was choosing the
project to which they wanted to
join and in which they wanted to
participate.
Each team had the assistant of a
mentor who helped to convey the
ideas of the participants in order to
energize the session and make it as
productive as possible. Each team
had 3 minutes to present their
project and the link with Islamic
Finance.
The idea was to know if the submitted project provided a different
solution to the existing one, the
level of passion or the quality of the
team and their understanding of
the problem to be solved.
The winning project aims to empower Women with Disabilities by
reinforcing their “personal self”,
promoting their ability to decide,
improving their daily lives by incorporating healthy habits, and improving their acceptance in social life
by reinforcing their social skills and
their imprint on society.
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Academic Publications
‘Fintech in Islamic Finance’
Featuring high-level analysis of Islamic law, this
book examines fintech in Islamic finance from
both theoretical and empirical perspectives. Whilst
building on existing approaches, it also discusses
the current application of fintech in promoting
financial inclusion through innovative solutions in
Muslim-majority countries, identifying future directions for policy-makers.
With original chapters written by prominent academics -such as Dr. Celia de Anca, SCIEF Director-,
senior lawyers and practitioners in the global
Islamic finance industry, this book serves as the first
standalone pioneering reference work on fintech in
Islamic finance. It also, for the first time, examines
the position of Islamic law on cryptocurrencies,
such as bitcoin. Besides the conceptual analysis of
the Sharīʿah and legal aspects of fintech in Islamic
finance, this book provides relevant case studies
showing current and potential developments in the
application of fintech in various sectors ranging

Fintech in Islamic Finance:
Theory and Practice

from crowdfunding and smart contracts, to Online
Dispute Resolution, Investment Account Platform

Edited By Umar A. Oseni,
S. Nazim Ali

and identity verification in the KYC process.
Setting the agenda for researchers in the field,

Routledge, London

Fintech in Islamic Finance will be useful to stu-

374 pages

dents and scholars of Islamic finance and financial

ISBN 9781351025584

technology.
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Global Media
‘5th Int’l Islamic Finance Executive Program
winds up in Jeddah’
Article about the Islamic Finance Executive Program that took
place in Jeddah. Published on Saudi Gazette, the largest newspaper in Saudi Arabia.
Also, this article was published on Mondo Visione, from UK.

‘Global executives attend Islamic finance program
in Jeddah’
Article published on ARAB NEWS, about the Islamic Finance Executive Program that highlights the program attracted Nigerian, British, Ugandan, Jordanian, Saudi, Spanish,
French, Lebanese and Indian participants.

‘IE Pioneers Discussion on Opportunities in Islamic
Finance and Tourism’
Article about the Islamic Finance and Tourism Conference in Madrid and Córdoba. “Over a dozen renowned
speakers from Islamic and Spanish institutions engaged
in a conference centered on new scenarios in the Muslim world”.
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PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS
Workshop - Promoting the Culture of
Saving in the Kingdom
Islamic Economics Institute (IEI), King Abdulaziz
University, organized one day workshop on
“Promoting the Culture of Saving in the Kingdom” with the participation of more than 20
economic institutions. It was inaugurated by
President , HE Prof. Dr. Abdul Rahman Bin Obaid
Al-Youbi, in which he pointed out that this program was in part role of the university in achieving the vison 2030 of the Kingdom. It was held
on 21 Feb 2019.

MOU with Saee for Awqaf Development

Islamic Economics Institute (IEI) signed MOU with Saee for Awqaf Development in December 2018, to
conduct training program for Awqaf, Facilitate research activities on Awqaf, To Support JKAU-Islamic
Economics and To Achieve the goals set for Vision 2030.
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PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS
IEI Conducts Islamic Banking Training Program
Islamic Economics Institute ((IEI)
conducted a month long “Islamic
Banking Training Program” in cooperation with the Financial Institute of the Saudi Arabian Monetary
Agency (SAMA)in Riyadh , from 10
March 2019 to 02 April 2019.
Following faculty members of IEI delivered lectures in this training program, Dr. Fadul AbdulKarim AlBashir, Dr. Albara Abdullah Abulaban, Dr. Esmat Al-Mustafa, Dr. Faisal Mahmoud Atbani, and Dr. Ahmed
Mahdi Belouafi.

Dr Islahi’s Books translated to Turkish
Prof. Dr. Abdul Azim Islahi’s
two books have been translated into Turkish language
during 2019. 1. Turkish title:
Muhammed Hamidullah:
İslam İktisadında Öncü Bir İsim
(2019), published by IKAM /
ILKE, Iktisat Yayinlari, Istanbul,
Turkey.
Original - Muhammad Hamidullah and His Pioneering Works on Islamic Economics. 2. Turkish title:
İslam İktisat Düşüncesinin Olgunlaşması (17. Yüzyıl) (2019), published by IKAM / ILKE, Iktisat Yayinlari,
Istanbul, Turkey. Orignal- A Study of Muslim Economic Thinking in the 11th AH/17th AD Century.
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PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS
Dr Ma’Sum Billah’s Four Books Released

Following books of Prof. Dr. Mohd Ma’Sum Billah was published and released by Palgrave MacMillan,
Switzerland, this year (2019): 1. Halal Cryptocurrency Management (ed), 2. Islamic Financial Products,
Principles, Instruments and Structures, 3. Islamic Insurance Products, Exploring Takaful Principles, Instruments and Structures, 4. Modern Islamic Investment Management, Principles and Practices.

Dr Abu Umar’s 3 chapters in 3 books
Dr Abu Umar Faruq
Ahmad’s articles
were published as
chapters in the following books:
1. Habib, F., and Ahmad, A. (2019). “Using blockchain and smart contracts for waqf institutions”, in M. Anshari et
al., (eds.), Financial technology and disruptive innovation in ASEAN, IGI Global. (Scopus), pp.225-244.
2. Ahmad, A., and Rahman, S. (2019). “Corporate social responsibility in Islamic banks’ practices: evidence from
Bangladesh”, in Toseef Azid, et al, (eds.), Research in Corporate and Shari’ah Governance in the Muslim World:
Theory and Practice, Emerald Publishers. pp.305-314.
3. Ahmad, A., and Karim, M. (2019). “Opportunities and challenges of waqf in Bangladesh: the way forward to
socio-economic development”, in K.M. Ali et al., (eds.), Revitalization of waqf for socio-economic development,
Volume I, Palgrave Macmillan.
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PARTNERS HIGHLIGHTS
Dr Hichem Edits First Waqf Textbook on Investment
Dr. Hichem Salem Hamza edited a much
needed textbook ‘Financing and Investment in Awqaf’. This is the first textbook
in this subject written by a group of
Faculty members of Islamic Economics
Institute (IEI), King Abdulaziz University
(KAU). It is published by Scientific publishing center, KAU.

Dr ALAM was at Central University of Kashmir

Dr Kaleem ALAM Chaired Technical Session-: Integration of Knowledge, part of Conference on ‘Rethink
Education of Religion in the Modern World: Prospects and Challenges’. Organized by Central University
of Kashmir and Institute of Objective Studies, at University of Kashmir, in Srinagar, Jammu & Kashmir,
India 30 - 31 July 2019.
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